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About This Game

From Nashville to New York, It's 800 miles of love.

Amanda Etheridge is just an average, closeted lesbian working at an advertising agency in New York... At least until the huge
project she was in charge of collapsed through no fault of her own.

Now the former workaholic has been put on paid leave, but without her work, what is there for her to do? Well, her boss did tell
her to get out, meet people, and expand her horizons...

Guided by the country songs on the radio, she travels to Nashville alone. Reluctantly leaving her old life behind, she arrives in
this colorful, musical city -- and hears the whisper of an angel.

"Hello, Nashville. Would you like to hear a song about love?"
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The novel strikes me not only by its appealing story lines and beautiful music, but the thought-provoking philosophy in it . At
the outset I have expected it to be a light and amusing story on how a boy interacted with a monster, but it turns out that it is
loaded with philosophical thoughts of the author who sees and perceives the world in his very special way. I do not need to agree
to all of them but they do inspire me to see the world from another perspective. Look forward to a Part II, if there is.. This is an
old 3D space RTS similar to Homeworld. You control a small fleet of ships and you fight off your enemies and progress through
the game storyline.

This is a game I regret playing when it was first released. The game has aged badly and the developers have done nothing to fix
the problems. No widescreen support, audio bugs and stability issues under modern Windows versions render the game just too
much hassle to play.

This should be removed from Steam until the problems are fixed.. I don't know what the hell this was supposed to be, but it
sucked there was no dialague that i remember and no interaction I don't even know what the hell was going on. I came out of the
experience with less idea what it was about then when i started. I would not recommend this to anyone I
just♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥away 5$ don't make the same mistake. Harpoon gun is freaking amazing! :o. If you want 1 new skin for the
price of \u00a311.99, here you go. Only the EWS skin is new in this addon, the Freightliner skin was actually reused from "Up
the Junction", which was a route that costed \u00a39.99 and contained 6 locos, one of them being the Freightliner Class 08. It's
funny how they conveniently removed that addon around the time this was released.

In terms of value, at \u00a312 for 2 skins, that would make each individual skin cost \u00a36, which is more than the
Marketplace prices, not really value for money here folks. This is of course as opposed to the old Class 08 addon, which had 12
reskins, meaning that each skin only costed \u00a31. They have also conveniently removed that addon around the time this was
released.

It's rather insulting that RSC (now DTG) thinks that we're this gullible. Removing better valued addons and then releasing this.

As for the product on its own, all I can say is that the model is the typical DTG quality, it's eye candy, it's trying to get you to
buy the product and then you feel disappointed about everything else. The skins does the job and the sounds are basic, they're
not bad, just basic. As my neutral opinion on this has shifted to a negative one thanks to its appalling value for money, I would
not recommend this to anybody, unless they're rich.. Nice intro :)
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This game is very mediocre I wanted to like this game because it has charm and potential, but its just not fleshed out enough for
me. The racing is frustraiting because this game can't deside if its a serois race simulator or a wacky no holds racer. The control
of the car is okay to jerky and responsive, but not frustraiting when trying to corner. However when you take a jump and
sudenly go from first to last then can't recover because all the other cars are so evenly matched its not the greatest feeling while
playing solo, if that happend in coop i could understand, but take a hint guys in solo I'm the star of the show make me feel like
it. Now onto the upgrades; great idea adds depth to the game, terrible exicution all the upgrades save buying new cars are about
the same as the last which still holds true for most of the cars aswell, come on guys add some flavor here.

Now all of that said I did enjoy this game for a while the ability to use my 360 controller is huge, but the problems I mentioned
make this game get stale way to fast.

I would skip it unless it's a really good deal or in a bundle of somesort there are much better games outthere of this genre.. This
is my first actual review as a customer of Steam)

Equin: The Lantern is a tightly-focused mini roguelike that fans of the genre will quickly find things about it to like. The game
rewards intelligent play and allows those who can glean its secrets access to the best parts of itself: in order to survive, you will
need to understand the dynamics behind certain creatures, level structures, lantern lights and useful combinations of items. Take
note and take notes, would-be conquerors, as you uncover these secrets they remain from play to play and allow the wise
adventurer to make great use of them. For instance, once I realised the power that the lantern's red glow gave me, I excelled at a
certain game mechanic.

One stolid super-great bit about ETL is that the designer, Del_Duio, is active about maintaining and updating the game and even
goes so far as to include player suggestions in doing so.

A big hearty nostalgic thank you to the DXF team for this new-old treasure.

23/11/16: Nominated for The "Just Five More Minutes" Award and it's really true: just until I've finished this last corridor... just
until I've healed up... just until the next treasure... Here's to you and your own personal minutes with this phenomenal retro-
loltro sublime game, and may your every game be Just Five Minutes longer!. Kay.

So this game is a pure walking sim, no denial about that. The missions lack ergonomy, for example you can't look back to your
objective, it's displayed once by tier of progression and then have fun trying to remembering it.

The world is gorgeous, it's really good in his NoirPunk style, even if some textures and lighting reflections are kinda weird.

The gameplay itself is pretty horrible, nothing much aside basic and limited interaction and the absence of subtitle options
combined with the low sound quality of the voicelines really punish the experience.

Story-wise, i'm not very interested in the characters, the world is really weird and contains more than meets the eye but i'm
discouraged since mission 3 that i can't even recall the goal, because of the cons i mentioned above.

Buy it with a warning, it's a great museum but a bad game.. Gonna be honest - it isn't much to look at. It is, however, a strangely
engrossing and surprisingly complex (in some ways) RPG, which has more life in it than you'd expect for a game that looks the
way it is. If you'll forgive the fact that Spiderweb Software have been using the same assets for over a decade, you'll find a
decent game with a solid story and decent gameplay mechanics. A minor complaint for me is that combat is too easy (and this is
coming from someone who had to cheat to beat Baldur's Gate) even on hard, but it wasn't too much of a barrier to my
enjoyment of the game.. Warning if not 18 or older this game will be very frightening, putt putt travels through time is the story
of a drunken alcholic go through his crazy fever dreams, Dr.Firebird is his drug dealer and all his items represent different
troubles in his life, he loses them all after going through rehab, but on a quest to get them back he falls down the spiral of drugs
and alchol once again, please proceed with caution.. A really fun game to play with some friends or stream. Had a great time
streaming this for the Kennedy Club Gaming channel, great audience engagment!
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